Zen Flashback Battle Zero

Two warriors primed with emotional energy pour their soul into a martial arts duel that will change the destiny of their world. Every person, every object, and every place linked to these warriors will feel the impact of their battle, as those relationships fuel the conflict for good or ill.
With every strike and block, the players describe elements of the world, the relationships that drive their actions and reactions, and the elements of the world that have led them to this this place, at this time, for this battle. They hold no weapons, no armor, for reality only transforms when chakras collide and flesh is bruised. This is a game of unbridled passion channeled through two incredible combatants, a story told in flashbacks driven by emotions. 
This is a roleplaying game for exactly two players. Each player needs six life tokens as well as a set of combat cards, soul cards, relationship cards, and power cards. There also needs to be eight blank event cards (total), a single set of people cards to be randomly drawn, a pencil, an eraser, and a pen.
All of the cards can be created using index cards, and are described later. The blank event cards are especially important, as these will be filled in as a result of the flashbacks as the combat unfolds. 

As this text continues, we'll provide a sort of running example in italics, like this. The two players in this example are Anne and Bianca. 


Stage 1. Define the Setting

a.	The two players of this game need to define an overall context for the battle, this help define the types of backstory that may evolve and the feeling of the narrative. 
Is it a martial arts showdown in the style of 1970s Hong Kong cinema? Does it have an anime vibe? Or is this more like the climax to an American action movie?

Anne and Bianca agree on an over-the-top anime vibe, set in the modern day.

b.	Describe the Arena. 
Agree mutually, or roll a die to determine the Arena. When agreeing mutually, you are not constrained by the options below.
1.	Abandoned monastery
2.	Old stone bridge
3.	Well-worn crossroads
4.	Clearing in a primordial forest
5.	Neglected graveyard
6.	Secluded tea house

Neither Anne nor Bianca have a good idea, so they use the table, rolling 5: Neglected graveyard.


c.	Describe the Stakes. 
Again, agree mutually, or roll a die on the table below. As before, one is not limited to the options below. This is what the fight is about, largely.
This stake must appear in at least one event scene.
1.	One of the people is loved by both warriors.
2.	One of the related people is dying.
3.	An ancient feud passed down generations will finally be resolved. 
4.	A dishonor that needed to be avenged has led to this moment.
5.	A swirling portal has opened to the realm of celestials or infernal tempters.
6.	Each warrior is a champion of a different primal concept, determining the tenor of the next epoch.

Bianca suggests that the characters are both members of ancient ninja clans, who've been fighting for generations. Finally, in the 21st century, the leaders have decided to have their firstborn children duel each other to decide whose martial arts are supreme. Anne likes this idea, and agrees.


Stage 2. Define the warriors 

To define their warrior, each player starts with a standard set of combat cards, consisting of six attack cards and six defense cards. 
They create nuances in their warriors by choosing six soul cards reflecting the emotional energy within them, up to three from any particular emotion. They choose six relationship cards, and six power cards. Onto the six soul cards each player writes the six relationships for their warrior. Each player choose a name for their character.

Anne names her character "Eight Fists." 
In addition to a standard set of combat cards, she chooses six relationship cards: Parent, Mentor, Sibling, Former Lover, Old Friend, and Rival Student. 
She decides that Eight Fists is a very calm woman who is a demon once angered, chossing three Pride soul cards and one each of Desire, Hate, and Fear, for a total of six soul cards. 
On the three Pride cards in turn, Anne writes Parent, Mentor, and Rival Student, reflecting the quiet pride Eight takes her relationship with her ninja clan. On the Desire card, she writes Former Lover, on the Despair card, she writes Old Friend, and on the Hate card, she writes Sibling. 
Finally, she chooses six power cards: I KNOW THEM BETTER, FLINCH, BURNING, SCORCHED EARTH, MUTUAL DESTRUCTION, and ISOLATION.
While Anne is doing this, Bianca does the same for her character, Wind Demon, choosing (mostly) different cards than Anne did, in secret.


Stage 3. FIGHT!

Setup
First, you need to set up. Place the eight blank event cards and eight randomly selected people cards (face down) in a pair of lines between the two players. 
Starting with the eldest player, taking turns, one card at a time, each player places six face down relationship cards adjacent to the face down people cards. As the relationship cards have been placed on the table, try to ensure every person is related to at least one of the warriors. This means there should be two people connected to the first warrior, two connected to the second warrior and four connected to both. 
Below is a diagram of one potential setup result, after all relationship cards are placed.

            Player One
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            Player Two

[]= blank event card
P = people card
R = relationship card
	  
Each player also has six health tokens and three face down piles, one each for their combat cards, soul cards, and power cards. 
Only the soul cards need to be shuffled, and a player may look at their own combat cards and power cards at any time.

The players should agree on one end of the event cards to represent earlier events, and the other end to represent later events. The idea is the events are on the table in the order they occurred in the currently-undetermined backstory.

Anne and Bianca shuffle the people cards and deal out eight of them. Taking turns placing the relationship cards face down next to the people cards, they end up with the result in the example diagram above. Bianca is Player One, and Anne is Player Two. They decide that the leftmost card (from the perspective of Player Two) is the first event.

Round Sequence
At the start of every round, each player chooses a hand of six combat cards, putting aside the rest for now. A hand may contain no more than four attacks or four defenses, and a random soul card, creating a hand of seven cards. A player may choose to replace one of their combat cards with an additional random soul card. If and only if the player has no more soul cards, all seven of their cards may be combat cards, still limited to a maximum of four attacks or four defenses.
During the first round, randomly determine who acts first. During subsequent rounds, the warrior with the lowest number of combined life tokens and soul cards on the table goes first. In the case of a tie, the player who didn't go first last time goes first this time.
Each player takes turns playing cards from their hand as actions (see below) until their hand is empty of attack and soul cards. Some powers may allow multiple cards to be played at once or manipulate cards in some other way, so if one player ends up depleting their hand first, the other player takes consecutive actions at the end of the round until their hand is emptied of attack and soul cards. If both players have nothing but defense cards in their hand, the round ends early.
Once both players have emptied their hands, a new round begins with a new hand of cards being chosen, and all exhausted soul and power cards on the table refreshed (turned face up) and all combat cards returned to their deck so they make a new hand in the next round.


Action Sequence
On a player's turn during the course of a round, they may either play one of their attack cards, or play a soul card on the table. 
Soul cards simply come into play. They infuse the warrior with extra life force and the potential to empower special actions (power cards). Once a soul card is revealed, turn the corresponding relationship face up and the person card it is associated with (if it hasn’t already been revealed). Soul cards may be considered fresh (face up) or exhausted (face down). Exhausted soul cards still provide life energy, but may not fuel powers.
If a soul card is played, one writes the sentence on an appropriate event card (see below) and play passes to the next player. Neither player may use powers.
If an attack card is played, it may be infused with a power. To infuse an attack card with a power, a player may choose any of the fresh cards from their power pile, then exhaust one or more soul cards of a specific type (as indicated on the power card). The power is now considered active and attached to the attack. If it's not already on the table, put the power card face up on the table.
If there is an option to exhaust additional cards to make a power work better, this option must be taken before the attacker knows what the defender is doing.
Whether or not the attack is infused with a power, it may be blocked. Once an attack has been declared, the opposing player may reveal a defense card. If the defense card matches the attack card’s location, the attack is considered “blocked”; otherwise it is “unblocked”. 
Whether the attack is blocked or unblocked, the victim may optionally exhaust a soul card to add a reactive power card of their own.
Discard all combat cards that were used. Power cards remain on the table.
If an attack is unblocked, the victim loses two (2) life tokens or two (2) soul cards, or else one (1) life token and a single soul card. Soul cards are permanently removed from the game. The defender decides what is lost. 
If the attack is blocked, the defender still takes damage. They must either lose a single life token or a single on-table soul card.
Whether or not the attack is blocked or unblocked, all powers take effect as written. First the attacker's power, then the defender's power. All powers used are exhausted and placed face down, though they're turned up again at the end of the round.
If it matters, damage is not resolved until after all powers are resolved.
When a soul card is first put into play, and every time it is exhausted, a player must describe something that is triggering that emotional response. This is a specific sentence that is written on one of the event cards. 
Events must be written as follows:
1.	If this is the first sentence for a given event, write an opening that describes the scene and why your warrior felt this way, but don’t write a scene outcome yet. 
2.	If an opening line has been written on the card, you may flip a face down person card who your warrior has a relationship to. Write a sentence about how they were at the event and how the emotional response to this event impacts on your warrior’s relationship with this person. 
3.	If your warrior already has a link to a person in a given event, assuming an opening line has been written, you may write a complication sentence based on the emotional energy linked to the soul card. If your warrior is not linked to a person on the event, choose another event card to write on. 
4. If it seems like you can't write on any event card based on the above criteria, especially once all the people have been revealed, you can write on one of the events with the least number of people mentioned in it, as if you'd just flipped over a face down person card. This has to involve someone you have a relationship with.
Sentences should be no more than about fifteen words, and are written in pencil unless a power card states otherwise (so they may be erased by certain power cards). Count names as a single word.
You may add your warrior to any scene, but you don't have to. Maybe they heard about an event after the fact.
If a power card specifically states that a sentence is written, this counts as an additional sentence that may be written by the warrior’s player, in addition to any sentences written due to putting soul cards into play or exhausting them. 
Sentences written due to powers aren't constrained in any of the four ways mentioned above. They can be written on any event card with impunity, though the first sentence on a card must still set the scene and include a person that the character has a relationship with.
If there are at least four sentences on a card already, a new sentence can be an outcome for the event.
When both the attacker and defender write sentences after an attack exchange, the attacker writes any sentences first and the defender writes any sentences afterward.  
Sentences, whether from a soul card or a power, cannot contradict a sentence that has not been erased.
The aim is to gradually reveal the past events that have led up to this emotion filled combat. As new sentences are revealed in each scene (and penciled sentences erased), the stories may change and the fundamental nature of this fight may become something quite different than first suspected. The fight is the climax to a story told almost entirely in flashbacks.
After any turn where an attack card was played, the players should describe a blow and reaction, inspired by the results of the attack, the powers used, and the sentences written.

First round of battle! By coinflip, Anne goes first. 
Anne draws a random soul card and gets Pride: Parent. She opts to get a second random soul card, drawing Hate: Sibling. She decides to go mostly offensive, choosing four attack cards (the maximum): Attack – Head, Attack – Torso, Attack – Right Arm, and Attack – Left Arm. Finally, she chooses Defense – Head.
This means for this round, Anne's seven card hand is: 
Pride: Parent		Hate: Sibling
Attack – Head		Attack – Torso
Attack – Right Arm		Attack – Left Arm
Defense – Head
Bianca also chooses a hand. She decides to draw only one soul card, filling out her hand with six more combat cards, which she does not show to Anne.
Note: We're using Anne's perspective, that of Player Two, for left and right, using the example setup diagram above.
To open, Anne plays her Pride: Parent card. This relationship card is associated with the third person card from the left, a card that only Eight Fists has a relationship with. Anne turns over the Parent relationship card and the person card, revealing "Iron Tiger." On the currently-blank leftmost event scene, she writes the following sentence in pencil: "Underneath Tokyo, Eight Fists grinned when her father, Iron Tiger, called her name."
It's Bianca's turn. She also plays a soul card, Hope: Former Lover. She turns over her leftmost relationship card and the person card, revealing that Wind Demon's former lover is Golden Spider. Eight Fists also has a relationship with that character, but it has not been revealed yet.
Golden Spider is not already on the leftmost event, so on the second to the left event card, Bianca writes in pencil: "On a busy street in Tokyo, Golden Spider ran into Wind Demon's arms."
It's Anne's turn again. She plays her second soul card, Hate: Sibling. She turns over her leftmost relationship card, revealing that Golden Spider is her brother!
Anne writes on the second to the leftmost event card: "Watching from the shadows, Eight Fists scowls, considering the humiliation her father suffered at Golden Spider's hands."
Bianca plays "Attack – Torso."  She also exhausts her Hope card, turning it over, to play SECOND CHANCE.
Anne says she doesn't have anything to block that with, so the attack is unblocked. She doesn't opt to use any powers.
Due to SECOND CHANCE. Bianca pencils on the second to the leftmost event card: "Golden Spider explained that his sister was no longer their father's second-in-command."
Anne says, "Given that's a SECOND CHANCE card, which means that's something that happens in that first scene that's fixed by this one. We'll have to keep that in mind."
Bianca nods and exhausts SECOND CHANCE, turning it face down. 
Since the attack's unblocked, Anne opts to remove two life tokens.
Bianca says, "Remembering that shining moment when Golden Spider briefly controlled the Iron Spider clan, Wind Demon calls out Golden Spider's name as she slaps her palm against Eight Fists' chest."
Anne nods and says, "Surprised and confused by this war cry, Eight Fists doesn't even block, falling backward in a white chi explosion, blood spurting from her nose as the force of the tumble whips her head around."
For her turn, Anne plays "Attack – Head." She puts the BURNING power card on the table.
Anne says, "I'm exhausting both my Pride and Hate for two points of damage."
Anne turns those cards face down.
Bianca nods and plays a "Defense – Head" card, blocking the attack.
Because she exhausted two soul cards, Bianca gets to write two sentences.
For the Pride card, Anne flips over the rightmost person card, revealing Jade Moon. She then writes the following in pencil on the leftmost event card: "Before Eight Fists could move, Jade Moon declared herself champion for Golden Spider."
For Hate, Anne then writes on the second scene, the one with Golden Spider and Wind Demon: "Almost growling, Eight Fists wondered if Golden Spider told Wind Demon the secret weakness in her father's technique."
"I didn't expect so much intrigue," Bianca notes.
"Remembering her brother and Jade Moon's betrayal," intones Anne, "Eight Fists' hands burst into flame, and she moves faster than light, attacking form four directions at once, including from above after pushing off of a crumbling gravestone."
Bianca replies, "Wind Demon has seen this technique before, and blocks every blow. But she finds herself painfully aflame..."
Wind Demon has taken three points of damage, one for the blocked attack, and two for the BURNING. Bianca chooses to remove two life tokens and the exhausted Hope card.
"For a brief moment, Wind Demon loses hope," adds Bianca...

Stage 4. End Game

The game ends when one of the warriors has completely run out of life tokens and soul cards, or when every event card has at least five sentences on it.
If one player wins by exhausting the other player's life tokens and on-table soul cards, they decide what happens to every person with whom they have a relationship, based on the event scenes described, as well as what happens to the stakes of the conflict. After this, the other player decides the fates of any other people.
If the sentence condition is met, the two warriors step part and realize they don’t need to fight any more. They take turns describing the outcome for each person, starting with the warrior who has the highest total of life tokens and soul cards in play, or else choose someone randomly. When done, they decide what happens with the stakes, so long as it is not negative for either player. Often, this means the status quo is maintained, but it can mean much more than that, depending on what happened in the flashback events.


Relationship Cards
Each player needs a set of these cards. Additional relationships could be added to the deck, as long as each player has access to the same set. 
	Sibling
	Former Lover
	Rival Student
	Sidekick
	Parent
	Old Friend
	Confidante
	Child
	Mentor
	Neighbor



People Cards
Only one set of people cards is needed, serving for both players. When making your cards, you can choose names more appropriate to the conflict at hand, and you can add names to the deck as well.

	Amethyst Dragon
	Black Flower
	Bronze Fist
	Golden Spider
	Hidden Crane 
	Iron Tiger
	Jade Moon
	Mountain Horse
	Quiet Eagle
	Silk Flame
	Stone Bear
	Topaz Fox



Combat Cards
Below are the combat cards. Each player needs a set.

	Attack – Head
	Attack – Torso
	Attack – Right Arm
	Attack – Left Arm
	Attack – Abdomen
	Attack – Legs
	Defense – Head
	Defense – Torso
	Defense – Right Arm
	Defense – Left Arm
	Defense – Abdomen
	Defense – Legs



Soul Cards
Each player needs a set of these. In theory, there should be 3 of each card. In practice, since a given warrior only uses 6 of these cards, just write the emotions (and connected relationships) on 6 index cards, with no more than 3 of a given emotion.

	Love
	Desire
	Despair
	Fear
	Hate
	Pride
	Hope



Power Cards
Each player needs a set of power cards, though they'll only end up using 6 of them in actual play.
Active powers must be attached to an attack, while reactive powers can only be played when the warrior in question is being attacked. Some can be used either way. 
Text on these cards which contradict other rules take precedence over the general rule.
A sentence written in pen cannot be erased by a subsequent power use.

BURNING
(Active) Exhaust a Pride or Hate Card to deal an extra point of damage to the victim. Exhaust one of each to deal two extra points of damage (extra damage occurs regardless of whether attack blocked or unblocked).  Each point costs a life token or an in-play soul card, as usual.

CHAOTIC EMOTIONS
(Active) Exhaust a Fear or Desire Card to change an attack card to a random location (roll a d6 to determine location). Exhaust one of each to render the attack unblocked, regardless of any defensive card that might be used by the opponent. 

COMPANION
(Reactive) Exhaust a Love or Hope Card to add a person with whom you have a relationship to an event that already has a person in it. Exhaust one of each to write this sentence in pen.


CONFUSION
(Reactive) Exhaust a Hope or Pride Card to swap any two adjacent event cards with sentences on them, these events were remembered in the wrong order. Exhaust one of each to swap any two cards in the event line.

DESIRE COMPLICATES
(Active) Exhaust a Desire Card to add an open ended incident to an event (write this in pen). This incident may only be resolved in a later scene or through this combat.

DO NOT SPEAK OF IT
(Reactive) Exhaust a Fear Card to turn an event card with at least one sentence upside down. This card may not be written on for the rest of the round. It is turned face up at the start of the next round.

FLINCH
(Reactive) Exhaust a Pride or Fear Card to block an additional point of incoming damage. Exhaust one of each to block all incoming damage from a single incoming attack.

HEALING PASSION
(Active or Reactive) Exhaust a Hope or Hate Card to restore a lost life token. Exhaust one of each to restore up to three lost life tokens.

I KNOW THEM BETTER
(Reactive) Exhaust a Pride Card to erase any sentence involving a person with whom you have a relationship.

INNER DEPTHS
(Reactive) Exhaust a Love or Despair Card to draw an extra defensive combat card that was not originally in your hand into your hand after this action. Exhaust one of each to trace the last sentence on any event in pen in addition to acquiring a defensive combat card.

ISOLATION
(Active or Reactive) Exhaust a Hate or Fear Card to reveal a face down person on the table. Exhaust one of each and remove this card from the game to destroy the opponent’s relationship to this person. (This shouldn't affect any events because this person hasn't been revealed yet.)

LONG MEMORY
(Active) Exhaust a Pride or Love Card to write sentences on two event cards (the combination of these events inspire you at this time). Exhaust one of each to write one of these sentences in pen. 

LOVE ENDURES
(Reactive) Exhaust a Love Card to trace over any sentence in pen, as long as that sentence involves something good happening to a person in that scene.

MUTUAL DESTRUCTION
(Reactive) Exhaust a Fear or Despair Card and discard this power card to force the acting player to discard the power card they’ve just used (both cards removed from game). Exhaust one of each to force them to discard any Soul Card(s) that were used to empower the effect also. Note this doesn't prevent the power from taking effect.

NEVER FORGET
(Reactive) Exhaust a Despair Card to trace over any sentence in pen, as long as that sentence involves something bad happening to a person in that scene. 

NOBLE STRUGGLE
(Active) Exhaust a Hope Card to write a sentence on an event in pen, this sentence must describe the goals of a person and must be resolved in a later scene or through this combat. 

NOT DONE YET
(Active) Exhaust a Despair or Hate Card to erase the last sentence written on an event card. Exhaust one of each to write your own sentence instead. 

SCORCHED EARTH
(Active or Reactive) Exhaust a Desire or Despair Card to remove a random card from your opponent’s hand, discarding it for this round. Exhaust a point of each to instead look at their hand and discard a card of your choice.

SECOND CHANCE
(Active) Exhaust a Hope or Desire Card to write a sentence on an event card that links to a previous event, show how this event fixed something that went wrong in that event. Exhaust one of each to do this to two cards instead of one.

SUFFERING
(Active) Exhaust a Hate Card to add a sentence in pen to a card where a person has been mentioned. This sentence must describe a moment of tension between this person and a related warrior.

SURPRISE TWIST
(Active or Reactive) Exhaust a Love or Desire Card to establish a bond to a random person with a relationship to the opponent. Exhaust one of each to immediately write a sentence in pen on an event involving this person.

